Helping Year 7
put some flesh on
Roman bones
Like many other history
departments nationally, Ed
Podesta and his colleagues face
a daunting practical challenge:
redesigning three years’ historical
learning so that it can fit into
a compressed two-year Key
Stage 3, whilst enhancing, rather
than compromising, the quality
of students’ historical learning.
Podesta’s article reports the
beginning of this process – the
redesign of a Year 7 introductory
enquiry on the Romans – and
describes how his department
wrestled the right question to
the ground, the scaffolding that
they devised to help students
build answers the question and
how they set about developing
the most critical tool of all,
students’ historical language.
Answering the Roman enquiry
question entailed developing a
grasp of how to make defensible
historical claims and learning
how to use the probative
language of evidence, of
degrees of proof, certainty and
uncertainty: rapidly laying firm
foundations for these pillars of
progression is the key focus here.

Ed Podesta
Ed Podesta is Head of
History at Little Heath
School, an 11-18 mixed
comprehensive in Reading.
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The history of the Romans at Little Heath
I have been teaching the Romans at Little Heath School for nearly 10 years. From my first
days at the school I taught using a scheme of work that was really a list of topics, a list that
relied on the notion of professional independence both as its rationale and to explain its lack
of detail. As a newly qualified teacher this meant that I often fell back on entertaining pages
of Aylett’s Roman book, and a lot of chalk and talk.1 Time passed, and (many of) the students
and I enjoyed our leisurely ramble through Roman history each September to December.
Five years ago the department set out on a process of writing more detailed schemes of work,
so we shared our best Roman lessons with each other. We made quite a haul of interesting and
engaging plans, some of which linked together over a series of one, two or perhaps even three
lessons. Our teaching of the Romans improved dramatically. Since then however a nagging
feeling has grown, a feeling that we could be teaching the Romans in a more historical way,
and with an eye to the concepts, processes and skills that we would like our students to develop
and use as they study history through to GCSE, sixth Form and beyond.
At the same time that we were growing more aware of the professional issues of history teaching,
we were becoming more and more concerned with the ideas emerging from the research of
Black and Wiliam, Hattie and others on formative feedback.2 We wanted to be sure that we
were giving our students the best advice, and in the most effective way, so that their historical
skills, knowledge and practice were improving in the best way possible.
Finally, we also felt that our teaching of writing was stagnant, that we were stuck in a ‘PEE
burger’ rut and that, despite some excellent discussions in the past, we were no longer in
touch with the best practice in other schools, or even in other departments in our school.3
Our students’ writing was largely effective, but writing was an after-thought, and sometimes
reductive of the great ideas that we had been discussing in class.

A shorter Key Stage Three – a very thin silver lining
Sometimes one can mull over issues such as these for years. We might tweak a lesson here,
add a peer-marking activity or construct some starter sentences to help with the writing-up
there. Although this sort of tinkering is done with the best intentions, it has meant that we
have not been forced to confront the need to start again, to construct a scheme of work that
has clear goals, a well-defined learning path, and guidance and resources that will enable
effective formative feedback.
Fortunately for us, we have been asked to teach a two-year Key Stage 3, and thus we are replanning the whole of Year 7 this year, so we can start on Year 8 next.
Our central aim was to write a scheme of work that truly launched the students’ secondary
history studies. We wanted to engage and enthuse them, but also to induct them into a way
of thinking and communicating about the past that was open to evidence, discussion and
uncertainty. While at the same time we aimed to build on their work on the Romans from
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primary school, we were also aware that we had to use the
Romans as a way of teaching historical thinking in a very short
time (two weeks), given our new curriculum arrangements.
This shortness of time has also forced us to think again about
chronology, specifically helping students maintain a sense of
place in history when we will be dashing through it at the
pace required to fit so much into so little curriculum time.
A trawl through the Historical Association website
(www.history.org.uk) unearthed some great reading, from
which several fundamental ideas emerged which informed
our planning. We would need a strong central enquiry, which
would stretch from the start to the end of the short scheme
of work. We would need high expectations, but we should
also aim to support thinking, as much as we supported
talking, listening and writing. Finally, it became clear that
we should focus on our use of language as well as the students’
use of language in order not only to create this support, but
to create space in which the students’ ideas could develop
and be challenged.
The most important theme that emerged from the reading
was that of the potential of the enquiry question and enquiry
design to create engagement. The Historical Association’s
Key Stage 2-3 History Transition Project highlighted the need
to build engagement into the scheme from the start, to avoid
sequential worksheets and simple questions by thinking big,
but with focus. To avoid boredom it urges a combination
of ‘soap opera and detective story’ and mystery.4 We were
adapting a series of lessons devised by Simon Ross (www.
ilovehistory.co.uk), an ex-colleague of ours, which focused
on the mystery of two skeletons found in a school field in
Bristol, so we had mystery and intrigue built in from the
start, which only needed a little work to bring out even more.5

An emerging enquiry
Thinking about enquiries took us right back to issues
highlighted by Riley while he was planning his history
garden.6 Riley sets out three clear criteria to use when
evaluating an enquiry question. Does the question:
XX

capture the interest and imagination of your pupils?

XX

place an aspect of historical thinking, concept or
process at the forefront of the pupils’ minds?

XX

result in a tangible, lively, substantial, enjoyable ‘outcome
activity’ (i.e. at the end of the lesson sequence) through
which pupils can genuinely answer the enquiry question?

We settled on ‘How might a skeleton end up in a field near
Reading?’, a subtle change from the one used in previous
years, ‘How did a skeleton end up in a school?’ and
transposing the action to Silchester, our local Roman town
(see Figure 1). We hoped that this question would not
only capture interest but also, through the use of the words
‘how might’, that it would allow us to introduce the idea that
historical claims are contingent and there to be questioned
and assessed.7 We hoped that the question would allow
us to create an initial element of mystery, enhanced by not
telling the pupils that these were Roman skeletons at all, but
by letting them figure this out for themselves and incorporate
this into their developing theories to answer the question.

It also became very clear that we should have very high
expectations for all the students we would be teaching,
and that with the right support and engagement, these
students would rise to the challenge. Indeed according to
the Historical Association’s Key Stage 2-3 History Transition
Project the difficulty itself ‘is an important stimulus for
pupils’.8 We deliberately set the bar high, not in order to be
able to sort the weak from the strong, but to give us a clear
and challenging goal for every student.
We took a further leaf from the Historical Association’s Key
Stage 2-3 History Transition Project’s book by asking pupils
to record how their thinking changed over time, in order to
‘indicate to pupils that so much of history is contested’.9 The
report’s theme of ‘cognitive conflict’ is reflected and echoed
in the thinking of many others. Like Smith we hoped that we
could model the language of the ‘tentative and speculative’
nature of history.10 In particular, Smith urges a better
understanding of the language that we use as teachers. For
instance, in our use of modal verbs such as ‘might suggest’
or ‘would suggest’, we might teach students not only about
writing, but about thinking historically. This chimed with
something that a colleague had heard Arthur Chapman talk
about at the Schools History Project (SHP) Conference in
2010. Chapman used the idea of a target, which was used to
clarify how certain a claim was, and stressed the importance
of modelling the language used to discuss and assess the
strength of a claim.11 To simplify this approach we used the
idea of a continuum of certainty – with claims that seemed
certain at one end and uncertain at the other, which students
would use to clarify their level of certainty, but also let us
know if they understood the concept we wanted to teach.
Rather than stampede towards the writing frame and an
extended written outcome, Rudham and Luff encouraged us
to speak, listen and discuss.12 Luff gave us confidence that
these speaking and listening activities could be rigorous, if
we made it clear which linguistic demands we were making
on the students. By highlighting that we were expecting
students to comment on the strength of their theories, using
the language of certainty and probability, we not only ensured
that our planning was well focused, but also made it much
more likely that this aim was understood by our students.
Rudham, using the 2001 Framework for Teaching English,
also argues for a clear rationale to speaking and listening
activities, but with an emphasis on giving pupils time to
grapple with the demands of the language itself. Reading
Rudham in the light of Woodcock’s plea for the teaching
of vocabulary to support thinking, it became clear that
we would need to think carefully about the words and the
‘patterns of language’ that we used and taught the students
to use in expressing their confidence in the historical claims
they were generating.13
Our department has focused on the issue of formative
assessment for the last couple of years. Having been
convinced by Black and Wiliam and Hattie and Timperley
that it is in the dialogue between student and teacher that
each picks up cues about the direction of learning, and about
which steps to take next, we wanted to make sure that the
activities enabled students and teachers to interact as much
as possible.14 In the workshops at the SHP Conference last
summer it was the effectiveness of the ‘in-flight’ interventions
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3

Lesson

2

Lesson

History – enquiry
using artefacts

Language for
evaluation

RWC – language
for theorising

Investigating
the questions
generated using
the site and
further knowledge
about Romans

History – enquiry
using artefacts

Language for
evaluation

Reading, Writing
and Communication
(RWC) – language
for theorising

Generating
questions and
theorising about
the skeletons

Expectations and
Chronology

Lesson

1

Learning
objectives

Time
scale

Use smartboard to
introduce language of

In pairs, write out at least
two, maximum of five
theories about how the
bodies ended up in a field
on post-it notes of one
colour

Ask them to come up with
a theory – how might a
skeleton end up in a field
near Reading?

Introduce problem – some
human remains have been
found in a field nearby!

Stick-man labelled with
attitudes of excellent
history student.

Starter

Hand out artefact packs (same as
last time, but with archaeological

Students explain their confidence
in one or two of their theories (give
them thinking time and then use
no-hands questioning).

Students construct a sentence
that explains their original theory,
and that analyses its strengths
and weaknesses given what they
have already found out about the
remains.

Teacher, using discovery box
and the images of artefacts (see
figure 2) encourages students to
place them within the department
timeline. Students come up to
‘dig’. Teacher helps them place the
artefacts on the timeline.

Timeline is then completed as a
class on the board and stuck in
books for next time.

Images from KS3 timeline used
to stimulate discussion of their
interests and past study.

Main

Teaching and learning activities

Figure 1: How might a skeleton end up in a field near Reading? Enquiry scheme of work

Introduce the task
they’ll be writing

New theories recorded
on second colour
post-its. They place
these on the board and
whole class discusses
why they are more
certain of these new
theories.

Ask students, using the
information they have
from the artefacts,
what new theory they
can construct which is
stronger than the one
they already had.

No-hands questions to
check understanding.

Plenary

Use websites to
find out helpful
facts about
Roman Silchester.

Link to ‘the eagle’
film and the book
Eagle of the Ninth

Homework/
Extended
enquiry

Post-it notes
Smartboard
Artefact
packs

Smartboard
and
discovery
box

Smartboard
Timeline
pictures/
dates/titles

Resources
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5

Lesson

4

Lesson

RWC – language
for theorising
Language for
evaluation
History – enquiry
using artefacts

Writing the work,
reading each
others’ work and
improving.

History – enquiry
using artefacts

Language for
evaluation

RWC – language
for theorising

Assessing our
original theories
and planning our
writing

History – enquiry
using artefacts

Language for
evaluation

Remind of success criteria

Hook – watch the clip
from Time Team or read
the report. How are these
archaeologists using the
language of certainty /
uncertainty?

Use smartboard to
introduce language of
‘certain, probably, possible,
impossible’ and ask them
to place their ideas on a
continuum of certainty on
the board.

Writing and peer marking – against
success criteria

Then give them 10 minutes to
write down some ideas on their
own, before bringing this back
to before bringing them back to
the importance of explaining how
confident they are in each of their
claims.

Get students to discuss in their
groups the different headings and
what might go under each. They
should have their books with them
to note down anything that anyone
else says that they might find useful.

Introduce writing frame and criteria
for success. It’s vitally important to
check understanding at this point.

Write a sentence about how each
object strengthened or weakened
their theories.

Hand out artefact packs (same as
last time, but with archaeological
information on the back) to
groups/pairs. Students discuss their
assessment of how strong their
various theories are in the light of
new evidence. Explain that you’ll
ask them how well each team used
the language of uncertainty.

Discussion – what was
hard, what was easier?

Whole class discussion
about the parts of the
report that seem the
most difficult to fill in.
Encourage students
to jot down any ideas
they have while they
listen to discussions.

Introduce the task
they’ll be writing
next lesson – an
archaeological report.

Artefact
packs on
line for
homework

Criteria
and writing
frame

Archaeological
report

‘Time Team’
clip
Smartboard

Figure 2: An archaeology box

was therefore designed to establish a context of engagement,
active exploration and high levels of mutual respect and to set
out a chronology which was built upon in the second lesson.
In the second lesson we revealed, with a flourish, the enquiry
question; ‘How might a skeleton end up in a field near
Reading?’, asking the students to discuss and then jot down
a theory in response. We used the word ‘theory’ explicitly,
and stressed that the theories should be ‘realistic’ or ‘likely’,
aiming to establish that students should use their creativity
but be bounded by what was possible or probable. In past
years this starter encouraged them to be only creative, and
some really funny, scary or tragic scenarios were dreamed
up. However, learning from Luff and Rudham, we wanted to
be clear from the start what the linguistic aims of our work
were – the language of certainty and possibility.

that expert teachers undertook during lessons, activities
and interactions that really impressed. Dale Banham and
Russell Hall asked their students ‘is that answer good enough
for A-level?’, while Tim Jenner and Paul Nightingale had
activities, information and questions which nudged students
along. In their workshop, just when it seemed an activity
was done, another question, or an uncovering of a part of a
source, moved the learning forward another step.
Finally, during a plenary session at SHP which several of
us attended, we saw Ian Dawson make a simple timeline
activity come alive. Dawson used a series of boxes to simulate
an archaeological dig. Each box represented a layer of
stratigraphy, and allowed him to reveal artefacts that helped
us develop a sense of chronology as we dug further back
in time. This metaphor grabbed the attention of everyone
in the room. Such a simple device could be used to help
students understand not only ‘when’ the Romans were, but
how the Romans would fit into the scheme of study that we
had planned for them at Little Heath.

Putting it all together
First lessons are important in setting the tone, not only of the
scheme of work, but in this case, for the whole of the students’
history careers at secondary school. The focus of the first lesson
was on transition, expectations and chronology. Students were
asked to discuss their primary school experiences of history
using pictures, which mirrored the main topics and periods
that they will study during their time with us at secondary
school. This ice-breaker not only let us hear about what they
had done and understood at primary school, but started to
build the idea that history is about speaking and listening to
each other’s ideas as well as about reading and writing. This
idea was reinforced through a brief discussion about the high
expectations we have about the atmosphere of learning and
mutual respect that we have in the history department. The
lesson ended with groups of students using a timeline to stick
the pictures we had discussed into their books. This first lesson
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This second lesson moved on with the use of the timeline
in their books, and the department timeline, which is new
for us this year, and which we hope to use to brand the
different periods we will study in our shorter key stage. This
is the activity where we draw on Dawson’s ‘archaeology box’
idea (see Figure 2). We use one box, laminated pictures
of artefacts (thanks to http://finds.org.uk/ for the pictures
and details) and shredded paper to suggest stratigraphy.
Projected images of the artefacts help us all to get a sense
of them. Volunteers come up and ‘dig’ down through the
layers. The first uncovers a Victorian room freshener, the
second a piece of a Stuart sundial, and in this way we move
back in time, through early modern coins, Saxon stirrups to
a sarcophagus and assorted finds nearby that belong to the
Roman era. At each level we refer back to the timelines in
our books and on the board. The end of this second lesson
saw the students re-assessing in discussion the theories that
they had discussed at the start, and reframing them to fit
the chronological and initial archaeological evidence they
had uncovered so far. This was a good opportunity to tour
the room and listen to the preconceptions and ideas being
batted back and forth. Students’ first theories often involved
war and violence. Their view of death is often that it occurs
suddenly and at the hands of another: a murder or a battle
‘may have’ occurred in the field or terrorism ‘may have been’
involved, depending what has been in the news. At the end
of this lesson these ideas were starting to break down, for
some students, at least. Pointing out that murderers do not
usually have time to dig a grave and use a stone sarcophagus
to cover up their crimes helped some of those determined to
see the situation as a crime scene begin to rethink.
The third lesson focused in more detail on the language
of certainty. We started with post-it notes of one colour,
which were distributed around the class. In pairs students
discussed and then wrote, one per note, theories about how
the skeletons came to be in the field near Reading, using what
they remembered of the previous lesson.
Then these theories were assessed against the language
of certainty. Teacher exposition and a PowerPoint slide
introduced concepts such as ‘certain’, ‘probable’, ‘possible’
and ‘impossible’. The next slide contained the continuum,
and students came up to stick their theories on the board
to show how confident they were in their likelihood – the
most certain at one end, the least certain at the other. This
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Figure 3: A ‘find’

Silver Roman brooches, jewellery and lumps of precious metal. Brooches were worn
to hold cloaks and clothes together. Silver was a very expensive metal in Roman times.

was another good opportunity to make an assessment of
their thinking – many students had noted that the skeleton
was Roman, but not all had understood or remembered the
concept of stratigraphy and they needed to be reminded of
the archaeology box. Some others clung to the idea that
violence or war had occurred – the rest of this lesson aimed
to challenge these preconceptions even further.
The next step involved more theatricality. The class were split
into groups and each group was presented with an envelope
upon which was written ‘this envelope contains Roman
artefacts (pots, hypocausts, knife, tiles, brooches and the
remains of a shoe – see Figure 3) found alongside a burial at
Silchester near Reading (in reality we had moved the bodies
from Bristol in order to deepen the sense of connection).
Pupils were instructed to ‘handle with extreme care’, and
to ‘ensure that each artefact is placed back in the envelope
when you have finished’. A bit of clowning, donning gloves
and being extremely cautious when opening the envelope
added to the sense of occasion. These artefacts were in fact
pictures of the same items as those that were pulled from the
box in the last lesson, but this time on the back of each piece
of paper was some information from archaeologists, or from
laboratory analysis of the finds. The students could read this
information to each other, or on their own depending on
how each teacher wanted to run this activity. Note-taking
frames could be used by some or discussion questions for a
purely speaking and listening activity. The aim was to help
them re-address their theories, and in discussions as the
teacher moves around the room, the issue of how the new
information affects the strength of their initial theory was
the focus of questions and answers.
This third lesson ended with the students using post–it notes
of a second colour to write a new theory that took into account
the evidence that they had discovered in that lesson. These
notes were also stuck on the board, with those from the first
part of the lesson, and their distribution showed that, in many
cases, the students’ confidence in the likelihood of their initial
theories had changed. The plenary discussion then focused

on why they were so much more confident in their theories
at the end of the lesson than they were at the start.
It was in the fourth lesson that we built on the idea of using
the language of certainty and possibility. A video montage
of a ‘Time Team’ episode was used. Pupils were asked to
watch and note down the different phrases that the presenters
and archaeologists used to show how confident they were
in a claim. This was followed up with an extract from an
archaeological report on some Tudor findings from the
Thames foreshore (though this was a report written by me
after watching a YouTube clip from the Thames discovery
website).15 This was the first big link between listening to this
language and seeing it written down. The written piece also
allowed us to bring out the amount of evidence in support
of a theory, and how far this support came just from what
was in front of the archaeologist and how far it came from
their experience and background knowledge of their subject.
When this was done, the artefact cards from the last lesson
were re-introduced and a writing frame brought into play
(see Figure 4). This frame introduced the main ‘product’
of the scheme of work – each student was going to write an
archaeological report in which they set out their different
theories about the lives of the people whose remains had
been found. In many ways this frame is similar to all the
others we have used in this Key Stage and at Key Stage 4, with
headers to help students organise their thoughts. Having
said that, the word bank on the left of the frame was directed
squarely at helping students to use the language of certainty
and possibility, as well as at getting them to support claims
with evidence.
The lesson ended with the students jotting down, in
discussion with each other, what they might write about
under each heading, and which of the artefacts they would
refer to in order to support their ideas. For homework we
also gave them some websites about Silchester to browse,
looking for information about the lives of the Romans who
lived there which might help them write their reports.
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Figure 4: Writing frame and success criteria

West Berkshire Archaeological Service Report
This report is about two skeletons that have been found at the Silchester site near Reading. The
skeletons were found in a stone sarcophagus near a number of other artefacts.

What ideas do we have about the lives, beliefs, and the deaths of the people whose skeletons
were found? How strong or convincing are these ideas?

Their lives and lifestyle – what they ate or wore, whether they were wealthy.

Choosing your words!

Their beliefs – what they thought.

You could use words
and phrases like these
to help you explain how
strong your ideas are:
… they might…
Their deaths and burial – what they died from, how they were
buried.

…possibly….
…perhaps…
…probably….
…suggests….

What further work or evidence might help us decide which
theories are most likely to be the right ones?

You could use words
and phrases like these
to give evidence to back
up your theories:
…for example…
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Coming up with
theories. You have:

Using language about
the strength of your
theories. You have:

Using evidence
to back up your
opinions. You have:

given us some ideas
about how these
people lived and died.

clearly set out what
your theories are.

used some evidence to
back up one or more of
these ideas.

suggested more than
one theory or idea
about one aspect of
these people’s lives.

used words like
‘certain’, ‘sure’, ‘might’
‘possible’, ‘suggests’ to
show how strong your
theories about these
people are.

used evidence to back
up your opinion of
the strength of one or
more of these ideas.

written about theories
or ideas that disagree
with each other.

clearly shown which
theories you think are
best supported by the
evidence.

used evidence together
from more than one
artefact, or from your
own research, to back
up your opinion about
the strength of these
ideas

given us some
convincing suggestions
about further work
that might help us
make stronger theories
about these people’s
lives.

used words that tell
us which work would
be the most helpful or
important to do next.

made convincing
suggestions about
further evidence that
might help us make
stronger theories
about the lives of these
people.

Your spelling, grammar and punctuation help you make sense,
and make it easy to read what you have written.
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The writing frame asked students to report on the lives and
lifestyles of the Romans in the sarcophagus, their beliefs,
their deaths and to suggest further evidence that might help
them in their investigation.
In the last lesson the reports were written. They were then
handed around and read by peers who commented on the
work. The comments were to be directed to the ways in
which the language of certainty and possibility had been
used, and to focus on the use of evidence to support theories.

The results: what we all
learned and what we will do
differently next year
The most pleasing aspect of this work was the high level of
engagement: the students really enjoyed rising to the challenge
of an extended mystery. There were a few cries of ‘we’ve done
this’ at the start of the second lesson, when students were
asked to come up with a new theory. However, by the third
lesson students were much more comfortable with the idea of
testing and re-drawing a theory as the evidence changed. In
discussions they did become very comfortable with the idea
of communicating their confidence and certainty in a theory,
and with the idea that although theories might be possible,
they might also have little evidence to support them, and
therefore they should be set aside in favour of more likely ones.
In writing their archaeological reports at the end of the sequence
many were able to build on their discussion to put forward
ideas about the lifestyles and the deaths of the people we had
uncovered (see Figure 5). They used the language of certainty
to express their confidence in theories that they were fairly sure
were true. Only a very tiny minority tended to write about
those theories that had seemed plausible but which they had
dismissed. However, none were yet comfortable with setting
out theories that only had a few pieces of evidence to support
them, or which seemed plausible but were not well supported.
None felt it possible to set theories against other theories.
Some (a very few) were still reading the text on the back of the
cards and writing as if they had been asked comprehensionstyle questions. These students often wrote that the Romans
in the sarcophagus had been Christians, because it said so on
the cards, rather than using the information about Christian
burial on the cards to assess the likelihood that the bodies were
of Christian Romans. Looking back, it is clear that the lessons
lacked modelling of this way of thinking and that we had only
dealt with theories individually. If we want students to write in
this way, we will have to work pitting one idea against another
directly into the scheme of work.
Most students found it impossible to describe the kinds of
evidence that might be useful in helping them become more
certain about their findings. When asked to recommend the
kinds of things to look for in future digs, none were able to go
further than the need to look for more ‘stuff ’ that would help.
While we were not looking for specific finds, we were hoping
that they might come up with different types of evidence, like
personal evidence, or evidence of the kinds of work that the
people whose skeletons had been found might have done or
of the beliefs that they might have held. However, all that
emerged was the need for more ‘stuff ’ or ‘things’.
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Some interesting preconceptions and misconceptions were
raised. Chronological understanding was muddled for some
students. The whole of the past was available to a small but
worrying minority in their explanations of the deaths of the
owners of the skeletons. These students used Victorian room
fresheners and Saxon stirrups to set out in their discussions
complex chains of events which led to their deaths. There
were many discussions about stratigraphy and there was
much use of our Key Stage 3 timeline, but, despite these, this
error was very stubborn, and kept re-appearing until the very
last lesson, though it was not in evidence in the written work.
More focus on the separation of the finds, using coloured
paper in the archaeology boxes to extend the suggestion of
stratigraphy might help with this.
Even some of those who did understand that the Roman
period was entirely separate from the Saxon or Victorian
had difficulty in understanding that time passed within a
period. This difficulty appeared when writing about the
death of the Romans we had found. A small, but worrying,
group of students wrote explanations of death that used
every item that had been found near them. For most of these
students the only plausible explanation was the collapse of
the building in which the Romans had lived. One told a
string of unfortunate events which culminated in the bodies
of the Romans falling into a stone coffin that they had been
saving in the loft as the building collapsed under its weight.
In fact, it was very difficult to dislodge the misconception
that most people in the past must have died of violent attack,
dramatic poisoning or imperial intrigue. Many students,
even when confronted with the domestic evidence in front of
them, refused to drop the idea that the skeletons were those
of emperors that had been kidnapped, or murder victims that
had been buried. A discussion about the way that people die
today was interesting and useful – in that they were surprised
to hear that the vast majority of people die of old age or of
disease rather than robbery or terrorism.

Conclusion:
re-animating the Romans
In many ways the scheme of work has created more questions
than the problems that it solved. However, it does mean
that the issues of chronological confusion, the ideas about
violence and dramatic endings and the problems pupils
had in recognising that things changed and developed (or
regressed) within a time period can be addressed in our
future planning for the rest of the key stage.
Where we have had some success is in students using
evidence to weigh up the strength of their theories, to re-draw
those theories and to communicate their changing patterns
of thought as they do this. By the end of the scheme most
pupils could set out a theory that they were confident of, and
use language to show how certain they were.
Next year we will consciously address the issues of
development and change within the Roman period, pointing
out its duration and diversity, so that students are helped
not to see the Romans as a point on a timeline in which
everything Roman has to happen, but instead see it as a
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Figure 5: Examples of student work

The first extract shows evidence of the idea that the Roman past all happened at once
and the second extract shows that some students were combining evidence in quite
sophisticated ways.

period. We will also spend some time discussing what
evidence of people’s lives we might be able to find and use.
When next year’s students are speculating about the further
evidence required to give us more ideas about the lives
of these Roman people, we hope that their thinking will
therefore be more specific.
We are learning that the two-year Key Stage 3 will make it
hard to teach the Romans properly. What I would really like
to be able to do is to address the preconceptions we have
uncovered, bring in more and more context about the world
the owners of the skeletons lived in and therefore be able to
return to our theories at a later date and use what we have
learned about the Roman Empire, to re-assess our theories
once more. Sadly this will not be possible from next year,
as we will be moving on to the power problems of medieval
monarchs in order to follow our new key stage plan.
The importance of a strong hook, a consistent aim and
theme across the fewer lessons available to us, and the use
of the same key stage timeline in students’ books, on the
wall and through our interactive whiteboards in every Year
7 classroom has meant that we have been able to establish
history as a firm ‘brand’ in the first few weeks of term. We
have set high expectations for students, and for ourselves,
and the challenge of the next few years will be to continue
to meet these in our planning
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